A REMARK ON ANALYTICITY OF FUNCTION ALGEBRAS
I. GLICKSBERG 1. Let A be a closed separating subalgebra of C(X), X compact, with maximal ideal space Wl Λ and Silov boundary d A . Naturally A can also be viewed as a closed subalgebra of C(yJl A 
) or C(d Λ ).
Call A analytic on X if the vanishing of / e A on a non-void open subset of X implies / = 0, or simply analytic if this holds for X = 9Jl^. Recently Kenneth Hoffman asked if the analyticity of A on d Λ implied analyticity on 30^; the present note is devoted to a counterexample. 1 Evidently such an example, analytic on its Silov boundary, must be an integral domain, so our algebra is a non-analytic integral domain.
The example was suggested by, and utilizes, an interpolation theorem of Rudin and Carleson [5, 9] , recently generalized by Bishop [3] , which in fact permits the construction of a variety of unfamiliar tractable subalgebras of familiar algebras; consequently we shall discuss the construction in more generality than is absolutely necessary. Finally we give a slightly more complicated example which is also dirichlet.
NOTATION. M(X) will denote the space of (finite complex regular Borel) measures μ on X; for such a μ, μ is orthogonal to A(μ _1_ A) if Kf) -\fdft = 0, / in A. And μ F will denote the usual restriction of μ to Fa X, while /1 F will be the restriction of a function /, A \ F the set {/| F :fe A}. An algebra A will always be assumed to contain the constants. 
2) if X is metric, F is a peak set of A, i.e., there is an f in
Received January 7, 1963 . Supported in part by the National Science Foundation through Grant G22052 and in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 1 After this note was completed, I found that analyticity of A on WIA implies analyticity on 3A; this will appear in a subsequent paper.
2 (2.11) is Bishop's generalization of the Rudin-Carleson result mentioned before, which applies to the special case in which A is the "disc algebra" and F a subset of measure zero of the unit circle. (2.12) will actually be avoided in the specific examples we construct.
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A with f(F) = 1 and \f\ < 1 on X\F [7, 4.8] .
Now suppose we are given two uniformly closed algebras A lt A 2 , .as subalgebras of C(3Ji x ), C(3tt 2 ), where a», = SR^ is metric, i = 1, 2. Further suppose 0 2 = <^2 is homeomorphic to a (compact) subset F of .8 X satisfying the hypothesis of (2.1) with A~ A x , X = d lf so that AJ F = C(i^). Identifying F and 0 2 (via some homeomorphism) we may form a compact metric space 3Jt = 2ϊii U 3K* containing each 2)1* as a sub-,space, with ^ Π 9Ji 2 Note that since ^1^= C(F), for any / in A*, f\0 9 =f\F has an extension to SO?! in A x ; consequently / itself has an extension to UJl in A. Thus
and A separates the points of 9Dΐ 2 . On the other hand trivially v(2.6) / in Λ αwd /(F) = f(d 2 ) = 0 imp^ / has an extension (== 0 on 3Jl 2 ) m A. Now the / in A x satisfying the hypothesis of (2.6) form an ideal kF of A l9 and of course the quotient algebra AJtcF has the hull of JcF as its maximal ideal space. But AJkF is naturally isomorphic to A x IF -C(F), so that F is the maximal ideal space, hence the hull of .kF. So (as is well known and easily proved) the Banach algebra kF has
Hence from the trivial relation (2.6), MR 2 = {/e A :/(2Jϊ 2 ) = 0} separates the points of <$il\F = 3K\aJi 2 , yielding (2.4), and separates any element of 2Ji\9K 2 from one of 2Jϊ 2 . Since A separates the points of M 2 by (2.5), A separates 2Ji, and 9Ji is a subspace of $Jl A . Moreover by (2.6) kF and fc3K 2 are isomorphic, whence d m2 = d\d if so that
The remainder of (2. 4 Φ We conclude with a modification of our example in which our nonanalytic integral domain is also a dirichlet algebra on its Silov boundary [8] . In order to see the example is dirichlet, we require the following additional information, which holds in the context of § 2 Let So it suffices to prove At + At is weak* closed in ikf(#i). But by hypothesis ft 2 = 0 for all μ in At, so /£ in Ai 1 and v in A^ are mutually singular, and ||^ + ^|| = 11/^11 + 11^11. Consequently the argument of Browder and Wermer [4] applies to complete the proof of (4.1). Now let Z 2 be the lattice points in the plane, a an irrational real number, and H the half-space of Z* of all (m, n) with ma + n ^ 0 . Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California.
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